
Gin

Tangueray

Gin London Dry Tanqueray is one of the best known and most appreciated labels in the world of Gin. Its dry, fresh, delicate and essential
style comes from the use of only four main botanicals: juniper berries, angelica root, coriander and licorice. As often happens in these
cases, success lies precisely in simplicity, which is transformed into balance and elegance. It is no coincidence that it is among the
favorite Gin of bartenders to create famous cocktails and long drinks. It is also excellent to taste with tonic water and a slice of lemon.

Bombay Sapphire

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE Gin is made with a unique combination of 10 hand-selected exotic botanicals from around the world. BOMBAY
SAPPHIRE has an extraordinary smoothness and perfectly balanced taste. Inspiring the imagination of bartenders the world over, the
aromatic flavors and crisp yet delicate finish create versatility unmatched by other gins. It can be savored in inventive long drinks or
perfectly balanced martinis; in classic or contemporary cocktails.

The Botanist Islay

The Botanist Gin is the first and only Islay Dry Gin from Islay, Scotland. A versatile dry gin that is crafted using a unique combination of
22 botanicals that are hand-foraged locally and sustainably on the Scottish island of Islay. These botanicals are picked at varying times
of the year, and can only be picked when it’s dry—a frequent challenge on Islay! Our dedicated forager then carefully and meticulously
dry all of the botanicals in order to be infused during our slow, simmer distillation process. This incredible attention to detail results in a
beautifully complex and elegantly smooth gin with a versatile flavor profile that is perfect for cocktails. This botanical breath of Islay is
captured in a stunning glass bottle that features the 22 hand-picked botanicals etched in Latin and is best served in a classic Botanist &
Tonic, or as a perfectly chilled martini. We encourage you to experiment with the local & seasonal flavors around you when making your
unique Botanist cocktail.

Beefeater

When only a tried-and-true dry gin will do, turn to Beefeater London Dry Gin. The gin's recipe dates to 1863 and has stood the test of
time, becoming the most award-winning gin over the last decade. Bottled at 40 percent alcohol by volume, Beefeater London boasts
maximum flavor in every bottle. You will adore the spiced, fruity notes that make Beefeater comparable to more premium brands, only
you'll save a fortune when stocking the liquor cabinet! Named after the Tower of London ceremonial guards, Beefeater Gin is bottled
and distributed by the company James Burrough in the United Kingdom. The Beefeater distillery is one of only nine still operating in
London itself. Beefeater London Dry Gin contains a lovely array of botanicals, including angelica root and seeds, juniper, coriander
seeds, almonds, licorice, Seville oranges, lemon peel and orris root. The production process involves steeping these botanicals for a full
24 hours before distillation to fully extract the flavors. The best way to enjoy Beefeater London's flavors is to sip it straight. It's a dry gin



with a wonderful herbal bouquet and a citrus back. If you prefer your gin mixed in cocktails, infuse it with a sweet vermouth or use it in a
classic gin and tonic. Try mixing a Gin St. Clements, which is Beefeater dry gin, fresh orange and lemon juice and tonic.

Beefeater 24

Beefeater 24 is a new luxury super premium addition to the Beefeater Gin portfolio launched in October 2008. Like its revered sister
Beefeater Dry, Beefeater 24 is made in the heart of London at the Kennington distillery a ball throw away from the famous Oval
cricketing ground.

Burnetts Gin

Quadrupled distilled and triple charcoal filtered for superior smoothness. This propriety process makes Burnett's one of the purest Gins
on the market. 100% Gluten free and made in America.

Indoggo

Developed by Snoop Dogg, this juicy gin, with its laidback California style, is like no other. INDOGGO is the ultimate
remix of seven premium botanicals infused with all natural ingredients including strawberry, no added sugar with a
slightly sweet and fruity finish.

https://drizly.com/liquor-brands/burnetts/b1174

